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OutlineOutline
ll Major physics goals Major physics goals 

ll Physics productivity, organization, planningPhysics productivity, organization, planning

ll Physics progress: a samplingPhysics progress: a sampling

Ä CP  violation in B decays: a brief primer

Ä The new sin2β program: the charmonium benchmark vs. the penguins

Ä Quest for alpha: a new approach

Ä Rare decays: a growth industry

Ä B “beams” & their applications—CKM elements and the dynamics of 
B decay

Ä Surprising spectroscopy: the new charm-strange mesons

ll Prospects for summer 2004 and beyondProspects for summer 2004 and beyond

ll ConclusionsConclusions



BABAR Physics Goals
1. Perform comprehensive set of measurements of CP-violating 

asymmetries in B meson decays. Test the SM and search for CP-
violating amplitudes from processes beyond the SM. 

2. Systematically map out the new territory of rare B decay 
processes, including all that have sensitivity to new physics. (Also 
probe new physics in τ and charm decays.)

3. Measure the rates for all processes that can be used to extract the 
magnitudes of CKM elements and other well-defined theoretical 
parameters. 

4. Perform detailed studies to elucidate the decay dynamics and 
spectroscopy of particles containing b or c quarks.  

5. Perform studies of other accessible physics processes allowed by
the broad acceptance of the BABAR trigger: τ-lepton physics, 
physics utilizing ISR processes (including R-related measurements 
at low energy), searches for new states such as pentaquarks, etc.



Publications: Publications: BBAABBARAR vs. Bellevs. Belle
(published or submitted)(published or submitted)

ll BABARBABAR papers are labeled according to the date the paper goes into 2papers are labeled according to the date the paper goes into 2--week week 
Collaboration Wide Review (CWR).Collaboration Wide Review (CWR).

ll At time of Jan IFC meeting: 75 (At time of Jan IFC meeting: 75 (BABARBABAR) vs. 77 (Belle). ) vs. 77 (Belle). 

ll Analyses now in CWR or FN/FR:Analyses now in CWR or FN/FR: (1) (1) BBàà ff00 KKSS,  (2) ,  (2) BBààK*K*γ, γ, (3) (3) BBààD*lD*lν:ν:
Vcb, Vcb, (4) (4) BBààτντν , (5) , (5) BBàà aa00 XX (charmless)(charmless)

ll Other papers nearing completion:Other papers nearing completion: (1) (1) BBààKK22*(1430)*(1430)γ, γ, (2)(2) BBààDD((**))DDsJsJ, (3) , (3) BBàà
J/J/ψψ KKπ:π: cos(2cos(2ββ), (4) ), (4) BBààD*D*D*D* and related modesand related modes

ll GOAL: submit 100GOAL: submit 100thth paper by the July collaboration meeting!paper by the July collaboration meeting!

10162004 (June 1)
9297Total

2847 2003
5434<2003

BelleBelleBABAR



Some recent physics highlights Some recent physics highlights -- June 2004June 2004

•• BBààρρ++ρρ--:: 11stst observation of mode; demonstrated that polarization is almost observation of mode; demonstrated that polarization is almost 
100% longitudinal 100% longitudinal àà CP=+1, not a mix. (PRL accepted.)CP=+1, not a mix. (PRL accepted.)

•• BBàà ρρ++ρρ-- :: 11stst timetime--dependent CP asymmetry: presented at La Thuile and dependent CP asymmetry: presented at La Thuile and 
Moriond. Since GMoriond. Since G--Q bound is 13 degrees, this measurement provides a much Q bound is 13 degrees, this measurement provides a much 
better constraint on better constraint on α α than than BBàà ππ+ + ππ -- .  Belle has not yet produced a branching .  Belle has not yet produced a branching 
fraction measurement. Submitted to PRL. fraction measurement. Submitted to PRL. 

•• BBààKKS S ππ00:: 11stst timetime--dependent CP analysisdependent CP analysis; β; β measurement using beam measurement using beam 
constraint to get constraint to get BB vertex. Submitted to PRL.vertex. Submitted to PRL.

•• BBààK*K*00 ((ààKKSS ππ00) ) γγ :: 11stst timetime--dependent CP analysis of an electroweak penguin dependent CP analysis of an electroweak penguin 
mode. Submitted to PRL.mode. Submitted to PRL.

•• BBààff00 (980)(980)KKSS:: 11stst timetime--dependent CP analysis (dependent CP analysis (β)β) and observation of new and observation of new 
mode. PRL draft in Final Notice.mode. PRL draft in Final Notice.

•• BBàà J/J/ψ ψ KKππ :: 11stst ambiguityambiguity--free measurement of cos2free measurement of cos2ββ and strong phases and strong phases 
using using ss--wave wave KKππ interference with interference with pp--wave (wave (K*).K*). Preliminary result presented Preliminary result presented 
at Moriond EW. PRD in progress.at Moriond EW. PRD in progress.



Some recent research highlights Some recent research highlights -- June 2004June 2004
ll |V|Vcbcb| from inclusive B decays, hadron spectrum moments, lepton spect| from inclusive B decays, hadron spectrum moments, lepton spectrum rum 

moments:moments: 2 PRDs accepted and 1 PRL submitted. Uncertainty on 2 PRDs accepted and 1 PRL submitted. Uncertainty on |V|Vcbcb| is | is 
significantly reduced. significantly reduced. 

ll BBàà φφ KKSS, , BBàà φφ KKLL:: final Run 1final Run 1--3 result, submitted to PRL3 result, submitted to PRL

ll BBààKK++KK-- KKSS with with mm((KK++KK--)) above the above the φφ massmass (sin(sin22ββ measurement consistent measurement consistent 
with with BBààJ/J/ψψ KKS S ). ). BABARBABAR and Belle agree above the and Belle agree above the φ φ mass! PRL mass! PRL 
submitted.submitted.

ll BBàà η ω (4.3σ), ηη, ηηη ω (4.3σ), ηη, ηη’’, η, η’’ηη’’, η φ, η, η φ, η’’ω, ηω, η’’φφ , , φφφφ : : PRL submitted.PRL submitted.

ll BBààD(KD(Kππ) K ) K (Atwood Dunietz Soni method)(Atwood Dunietz Soni method) ––limit: submitted to PRLlimit: submitted to PRL

ll Observation of Observation of X(3872)X(3872) in in BBààX(3872)KX(3872)K; presented at Moriond QCD, PRL ; presented at Moriond QCD, PRL 
in Final Notice. in Final Notice. 

ll Observation of Observation of DsJ(2317)DsJ(2317) and and DsJ(2460)DsJ(2460) in in BB decaydecay. Presented at Moriond . Presented at Moriond 
QCD. Several new modes observed. PRD in preparation.QCD. Several new modes observed. PRD in preparation.

ll Angular analysis of Angular analysis of BBààφφ K* K* preliminary result presented at Moriond.  preliminary result presented at Moriond.  
Mystery of the very low longitudinal polarization (52%) comparedMystery of the very low longitudinal polarization (52%) compared to other to other 
BBààVVVV modes. Will be updated with Run 4 before publication.modes. Will be updated with Run 4 before publication.



Current analysis statusCurrent analysis status-- June 2004June 2004

Research highlights, continued
ll BBàà ηη’’((K*,K*,ρρ, , ππ00))++((ω,φω,φ) ) ππ00 : : PRD submittedPRD submitted

ll BBàà XXss ll++ ll-- :: PRL submittedPRL submitted

ll BBàà XXs s γγ direct CP: direct CP: PRL submittedPRL submitted

ll BBààK*K*γγ branching fractions and direct CP searchbranching fractions and direct CP search:: PRL in Final Notice.PRL in Final Notice.

ll BBàà aa00 ((K, KK, K00, , ππ)): : now in CWRnow in CWR

ll BBàà KK0 0 ππ++ππ-- : : preliminary result preliminary result 

ll New results for APS! New results for APS! BBààppK; BppK; Bààωρωρ, K*, K*ωω; B; Bààφγ; φγ; 11stst results from results from 
pentaquark searches. pentaquark searches. 



Other recent physics papersOther recent physics papers

ll BB++ààη πη π++, , ηη KK++,  B,  B00ààωωKK00 11stst observations: accepted observations: accepted 

ll Color suppressed Color suppressed BB decays: decays: BBààD*D*00 ηη, D*, D*00 ωω, D, D00 ηη’’ 11stst observations: observations: 
acceptedaccepted

ll BBààJ/J/ψ η ψ η KK 11stst observation: submittedobservation: submitted

ll ∆Γ∆Γ and CPT limits from and CPT limits from BBààJ/J/ψψ KK00 :  PRL and PRD submitted:  PRL and PRD submitted

ll sin(2sin(2ββ++γγ): inclusive & exclusive ): inclusive & exclusive BBààD*D*ππ: 2 papers submitted: 2 papers submitted

ll BBàà p pp p search acceptedsearch accepted

ll ττàà3 leptons (limits): accepted (Belle paper followed)3 leptons (limits): accepted (Belle paper followed)

ll DDss(2458): accepted(2458): accepted

ll Mass and width of Y(4S): submittedMass and width of Y(4S): submitted



Spectroscopy workshop: 
charm, charmonium, 
pentaquarks

BBAABBARAR Physics Planning Physics Planning 
FallFall 2003/Winter 20042003/Winter 2004

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

Stage 1 Review Stage 2àBAIS

CKM Angles, Recoil Workshops

Fall Physics Harvest

• BAD 736 • BAD 780 • Enter active & summer 2004 analyses 
in BAIS                                       

τ, Vxb Workshops

AWGs, Conveners, 
PAC

AWGs, Conveners 
(many new), PAC

Physics Advisory 
Group

AWGs, Conveners, 
PAC, Pub Board

Feb Mar

PAC/Convener
Regular Meetings

Winter Conference Prep

AWGs, Conveners, PAC, Pub 
Board, Speakers Bureau; see 
links on BABAR home page 
& Physics page. 

May



Physics Organization: Working Groups Physics Organization: Working Groups 

JeffJeff BerryhillBerryhill, , Jim LibbyJim LibbyRadiativeRadiative PenguinPenguin

Franco Franco SimonettoSimonetto, Robert , Robert KowalewskiKowalewskiExclusive Exclusive SemileptonicSemileptonic

RiccardoRiccardo FacciniFaccini, Vera , Vera LuthLuthInclusive Inclusive SemileptonicSemileptonic

Steven Robertson, Gregory DuboisSteven Robertson, Gregory Dubois--FelsmannFelsmannLeptonicLeptonic

AbiAbi SofferSoffer, , Sergey Sergey GanzhurGanzhurInclusive Inclusive HadronicHadronic B Decay (IHBD)B Decay (IHBD)

Blair Blair Ratcliff, Ratcliff, David MullerDavid MullerInclusive Inclusive HadronicHadronic Particle Spectra Particle Spectra 

Mike Mike RoneyRoney, , Eric Eric TorrenceTorrenceTauTau/QED/QED

David Williams, David Williams, AntimoAntimo PalanoPalanoCharmCharm

Andreas Andreas HoeckerHoecker, , YibinYibin PanPanCharmlessCharmless 3 Body3 Body

Jim Smith, Adrian Jim Smith, Adrian BevanBevanCharmlessCharmless Quasi 2 BodyQuasi 2 Body

GianlucaGianluca CavotoCavoto, , Carlo Carlo DallapiccolaDallapiccolaCharmlessCharmless 2 Body2 Body

EnricoEnrico RobuttiRobutti, , Denis BernardDenis BernardCharmoniumCharmonium

VivekVivek Sharma, Sharma, WouterWouter VerkerkeVerkerkeB decays to charm final states (Breco)B decays to charm final states (Breco)

David Lange, Owen LongDavid Lange, Owen Longsin2sin2ββ /Mixing & Lifetime/Mixing & Lifetime

Conveners Conveners (new since Sep 03(new since Sep 03))Physics AWGPhysics AWG



ThomasThomas AllmendingerAllmendingerTracking efficiency task forceTracking efficiency task force

WouterWouter HulsbergenHulsbergenTracking [in computing]Tracking [in computing]

David Lange, David Lange, Gabriella Gabriella SciollaSciollaTaggingTagging

Vincent Tisserand, David PayneVincent Tisserand, David PayneNeutralsNeutrals

ThorstenThorsten Brandt, David AstonBrandt, David AstonParticle IDParticle ID

AbiAbi SofferSofferGeneratorsGenerators

Conveners Conveners (new since Sep 03(new since Sep 03))Tools GroupTools Group

Pat Burchat, Valerie HalyoPat Burchat, Valerie HalyoPentaquark Task ForcePentaquark Task Force

Powerful physics organization
• AWG Leadership has broad geographical base
• Conveners: many leadership opportunties for postdocs
• 21 new Physics/Tools Group conveners since Sept 03
• Formal links between Tools groups and Physics Groups

Chris RoatChris RoatààChihChih--hsiang Chenhsiang ChenPhysics Software ManagerPhysics Software Manager

Walter TokiWalter TokiààDavid HutchcroftDavid HutchcroftData Quality Group DeputyData Quality Group Deputy

Chris HeartyChris HeartyààWalter TokiWalter TokiData Quality Group CoordinatorData Quality Group Coordinator

Chair: G.H. MonchenaultChair: G.H. MonchenaultààRobert CahnRobert CahnPublications Board (12 members)Publications Board (12 members)



Comments on Physics Productivity Comments on Physics Productivity 
ll We are working to increase physics We are working to increase physics 

productivity even more:productivity even more:

Ä Maintain very strong emphasis on 
physics planning. 

Ä We are working towards making 
the review process more efficient, 
while maintaining the quality of 
our results. 

Ä Steady stream of theorists 
interacting with physics analysis 
groups. Series of physics 
workshops to generate ideas and 
facilitate planning.

Ä New “interdisciplinary” meetings 
across analysis working groups. 

PAC Champagne Challenges



Data Quality GroupData Quality Group
ll In fall 2003, we greatly strengthened our effort to monitor and In fall 2003, we greatly strengthened our effort to monitor and control data quality.control data quality.

Ä Have always had online data quality monitoring & a small number of people 
looking at data quality offline.

Ä Offline effort is now much larger (about 20 people) and has leadership from 
senior physicsists.  Coordinated effort of Detector, Computing, and Physics 
organizations. This is essential, given how rapidly we take data. 

ll The DQG monitors several different data streams:The DQG monitors several different data streams:

Ä Run 4 data & Run 4 reprocessing with final constants

Ä Run 1—3 conversion to CM2 

Ä Trickle injection monitoring 

Ä Overall rates from physics skims

ll Data quality protocol based on rapid data processing in Padova &Data quality protocol based on rapid data processing in Padova & SLAC SLAC 

Ä Tues morning: run list up to Mon is defined

Ä by Weds night: subsystem experts define individual bad run lists

Ä Thurs weekly meeting: define official good run list



Run 4 Data HistoryRun 4 Data History
PEP-II delivered
BaBar logged (>97%)
Processed
Data Quality Run List

Data Quality Good

Final Runlist (reprocessed)

Physics Skims in CM2



Physics Analysis Database: new starting Jan 2004Physics Analysis Database: new starting Jan 2004

Already has 235 analyses entered!Already has 235 analyses entered!

Access to supporting documentation and Access to supporting documentation and 
publication, review committees, data samples publication, review committees, data samples 
used, code releases used, status history.used, code releases used, status history.

Sorting Sorting 
and and 
searchingsearching



Physics Analysis Database: Info for one Analysis Physics Analysis Database: Info for one Analysis 
Working GroupWorking Group

Status codeStatus code

Analysis nameAnalysis name: link : link 
to detailsto details



Physics Analysis Database: Analyses in Final StagesPhysics Analysis Database: Analyses in Final Stages
In Collab Wide Review: 12 institutionsIn Collab Wide Review: 12 institutions

Submitted but not Submitted but not 
yet acceptedyet accepted

Accepted but not yet publishedAccepted but not yet published

Authors responding to collab wide reviewAuthors responding to collab wide review

Final 1 week notice to collabFinal 1 week notice to collab



Physics Analysis Database: Info on an analysisPhysics Analysis Database: Info on an analysis
Data samples and code releaseData samples and code release

Links to supporting documentation, Links to supporting documentation, 
drafts, and publicationdrafts, and publication

Authors & Authors & 
review review 
committeecommittee

Most of our physics analyses are performed by a small group of aMost of our physics analyses are performed by a small group of authors. uthors. 
Huge number of opportunities for graduate students and postdocs!Huge number of opportunities for graduate students and postdocs!



CP Violation PrimerCP Violation Primer
ll CP violation can be observed by comparing decay rates of particlCP violation can be observed by comparing decay rates of particles and es and 

antiparticlesantiparticles

ll The difference in decay rates arises from a different interferenThe difference in decay rates arises from a different interference term for ce term for 
the matter vs. antimatter process. Analogy to doublethe matter vs. antimatter process. Analogy to double--slit experiment:slit experiment:

1A

2A

1A

2A

( ) ( )a f a fΓ → ≠ Γ →  violationCP⇒

source
1A

2A

Classical double-slit experiment:
Relative phase variation due to different 
path lengths: interference pattern in space

B system: extraordinary laboratory for 
quantum interference experiments: many final 
states, multiple “paths.”



Conditions for CP violationConditions for CP violation

ll Two amplitudes, Two amplitudes, AA11
and and AA22, with a relative , with a relative 
CPCP--violating phase violating phase 
((φφ22) only.) only.

ll No CP violation: the No CP violation: the 
magnitudes of magnitudes of AA and and AA
are the same!are the same!

1 2A A A= +

1 2A A A= +

1 1A A=
2A

2A

2ϕ

1 2A A A= +

1 1A A=

2A

2A
2δ

2ϕ
2ϕ

ll Two amplitudes, Two amplitudes, AA11 and and 
AA22, with , with bothboth a relative a relative 
CPCP--violating phase and violating phase and 
CPCP--conserving phase conserving phase 
((δδ22).).

ll Now have CP violation! Now have CP violation! 



ll CP violation in the interference between two decay amplitudes (“CP violation in the interference between two decay amplitudes (“Direct CP Direct CP 
violation”)violation”)

Ä Decay amps must have different CP violating and CP conserving phases.

Ä CP conserving phase from strong, final-state interaction, so difficult to 
interpret results in terms of CKM parameters

Ä Can measure in both B0/B0 and B+/B- decays (time-indep); tagging not needed

ll CP violation in mixingCP violation in mixing

Ä Interference is between bundle of amplitudes with on-shell (real) intermediate 
states and bundle of amplitudes for off-shell (virtual) intermediate states.

Ä CP conserving phase from mixing

Ä B mixing is completely dominated by processes with virtual intermediate states, 
so there is very little CP violation in mixing (q/p).

ll CP violating in the interference between mixing and decay amplitCP violating in the interference between mixing and decay amplitudesudes

Ä Tagging required

Ä CP conserving phase from mixing

Ä If only one direct decay amplitude, has clean CKM interpretation

A dictionary of CP violating effects in decay processesA dictionary of CP violating effects in decay processes



Looking for the perfect way to study CP violationLooking for the perfect way to study CP violation

Interference pattern Interference pattern 
in time due to timein time due to time--
dependence of dependence of 
mixing amplitude. mixing amplitude. 

phase in mixing: phase in mixing: 
exactly known!exactly known!

direct decay after no direct decay after no 
net mixing and decay net mixing and decay 
after mixingafter mixing

CP from CP from 
interference interference 
between mixing between mixing 
& decays& decays

Dependence on Dependence on 
theory. Very small theory. Very small 
in B system due to in B system due to 
tiny tiny ∆Γ∆Γ..

mixing phase: mixing phase: 
between real and between real and 
virtual amplitudes virtual amplitudes 

∆Γ∆Γ: group of amps : group of amps 
with real intermediate with real intermediate 
statesstates

∆∆M: group of amps M: group of amps 
with virtual with virtual 
intermediate statesintermediate states

CPv in particleCPv in particle--
antiparticle antiparticle 
oscillations oscillations 
(mixing)(mixing)

(K(K00--KK00, B, B00--BB00))

Can study both Can study both 
neutral and charged neutral and charged 
particle decays.particle decays.

strong, finalstrong, final--state state 
interactions; value interactions; value 
is usually not knownis usually not known

2 or more direct decay 2 or more direct decay 
amplitudesamplitudes

DirectDirect

RemarksRemarksSource of CP Source of CP 
conservingconserving phasephase

Sources of amplitudesSources of amplitudesType of CP Type of CP 
violationviolation

In the SM, the CKM matrix is the only source of CP violating phases.



TimeTime--dependentdependent CP asymmetries from the CP asymmetries from the 
interference between mixing and decayinterference between mixing and decay

1
1 2cos( )Di mA e tϕ= ∆ ⋅

2
2

1
2sin( )M Di iie m eA tϕ ϕ− −∆= ⋅

1
1 2cos( )Die mA tϕ− ∆ ⋅= ⋅

2
2

1
2sin( )M Di i mA e tie ϕϕ ++ ⋅ ∆ ⋅=

0B

0B

0B

0B

CPf

CPf

0( ( ) )phys CPB t fΓ →

no net oscillation

net oscillation

0( ( ) )phys CPB t fΓ →

≠

Requires tagging and measurement 
of time dependence.



Calculating the CP AsymmetryCalculating the CP Asymmetry

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

2 20 0 0 0

2 2 0 00 0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )      

( ) ( )( ) ( )

                         

CP

CP CP CP CP
f

CP CPCP CP

f H B t f H B t B t f B t f
A t

B t f B t ff H B t f H B t

− Γ → − Γ →
= =

Γ → + Γ →+

2

2 2

12 Im( )
                               

1 1
S C

λλ
λ λ

−⋅
= =

+ +

( ) sin( ) - cos( )   

                         
CPfA t S m t C m t= ⋅ ∆ ⋅ ⋅ ∆ ⋅

0* *
212 12

0
212 12

i
CP

i
CP

f H BM
M f H B

λ − Γ= ⋅
− Γ

Pure phase factor in B decays
since mixing is dominated by 
M12 (virtual intermediate states).

If single direct-decay 
amp, hadronic matrix 
element divides out, 
leaving pure phase.

1 Im( )  and  0S Cλ λ= ⇒ = =



The magic of having just one direct decay amplitudeThe magic of having just one direct decay amplitude

( ) ( ) ( )0 0
, ,/ /

sin 2 sin
S L S LJ K J K

A t m t
ψ ψ

η β= − ⋅ ⋅ ∆ ⋅

Even through we are using hadronic final states, the complexities of QCD 

interactions are completely avoided!

1λ = ( ) Im( ) sin( ) 
CPfA t m tλ= ⋅ ∆ ⋅

If CP violation is due to interference between mixing 
and one direct decay amp: 

• Pure sin(∆m t) time dependence
• No dependence of asymmetry on hadronic physics

For the modes BàJ/ψ KS (J/ψ KL)



TheThe LorentzLorentz BoostBoost

l The asymmetric beam energies of PEP-II allow us to 
measure quantities that depend on decay time.

Υ(4s)
βγ = 0.56

Tag B
σz ~ 170 µm CP B

σz ~ 40-80 µm
J/ψ

K0∆z

∆t ≅ ∆z/γβc γβcτB ≅ 250 µm

e-

9.0 GeV

e+

3.1 GeV

B

1  ps           170 µm
1.6 ps =  250 µmτ

⇔
⇔



Innermost Detector Subsystem: Silicon Vertex TrackerInnermost Detector Subsystem: Silicon Vertex Tracker

Be beam pipe: R=2.79 cm
Installed SVT Modules

(B mesons move 0.25 mm along beam direction.)



The sin2The sin2β β program: theprogram: the
charmonium benchmark vs. the penguinscharmonium benchmark vs. the penguins

ll sin2sin2ββ from from bbààccsccs modes modes was last published by was last published by BBAABBARAR with Runs 1with Runs 1--2 (88 2 (88 
M BB events). Published in PRL, 89, 20182 (2002). M BB events). Published in PRL, 89, 20182 (2002). 

ll We will add Runs 3We will add Runs 3--4 for ICHEP’04 and then publish. sin24 for ICHEP’04 and then publish. sin2ββ is becoming is becoming 
a precision measurement. a precision measurement. 

ll We have also improved our tagging software, so there should be sWe have also improved our tagging software, so there should be some ome 
modest additional improvement beyond the added statistics. modest additional improvement beyond the added statistics. 

ll Theory error < 1%.Theory error < 1%.

J ψ/



sin2sin2ββ signalsignal and and controlcontrol Samples Samples (88M BB)(88M BB)

J/Ψ Ks
(Ks → π+π-)

J/Ψ Ks
(Ks → π0π0)

J/Ψ K*0

(K*0 → Ksπ0)
χc1 Ks

ψ(2s) Ks
J/ψ Ks
(Ks → π0π0)

J/ψ Ks (Ks → π+π−)
(974 evts, P=0.94)

J/ψ K*0

(K*0 → Ksπ0)

CP=-1

CP=+1

J/ψ KL

(988 evts, P=0.55)

Bflav control sample
àmistag, ∆t res.
(25375 evts, P=0.85)



sin2sin2ββ from from BBààcharmonium charmonium KK0 0 (88M BB)(88M BB)

ACP = -0.004 ± 0.027

Control sample

sin(2 ) 0.741 0.067 (stat) 0.034 (syst)  [C=0]β = ± ±

0.948 0.051 0.030λ = ± ± (consistent with unityàno direct CPv)

1CP = − 1CP = +

CP tagt t t∆ = − CP tagt t t∆ = −
CP tagt t t∆ = −

both uncertainties are data driven



Testing the assumptions in the extraction of sin2Testing the assumptions in the extraction of sin2β β 
extraction from charmonium modesextraction from charmonium modes

ll The extraction of sin(2The extraction of sin(2ββ) assumes) assumes

Ä ∆Γ/Γ=0 (no lifetime difference between neutral B mass eigenstates)

Ä |q/p|=1  (checked with dilepton CP asymmetry measurement.)

Ä CPT is conserved

ll We have performed a detailed study to check these assumptions:We have performed a detailed study to check these assumptions:

Ä 2 papers accepted: PRL and PRD

Im zIm z

(Re z)(Re((Re z)(Re(λλ)/|)/|λλ |)|)

||q/pq/p||

(∆Γ/Γ) (∆Γ/Γ) sgn(Resgn(Re λ)λ)

TheoryTheoryMeasured valueMeasured valueQuantityQuantity



ρρ−−ηη plane with all constraints (sin2plane with all constraints (sin2ββ not combined with others)not combined with others)

cos2β<0
cos2β>0



Determination of the sign of cos(2β) with BàJ/ψ (Kπ)
l From BàJ/ψKs, we are used to seeing 

the sin(2β)sin(∆md t) term.

l In BàJ/ψ K*0 (K*0àKs π0), terms 
with cos(2β)sin(∆mdt) appear due to 
interference between CP-even and CP-
odd amplitudes.

l Problem: there is a sign ambiguity 
associated with the strong phases!

l Solution

1. Measure magnitudes of strong 
phases from angular analysis

2. Signs of phases determined from 
Kπ s-wave/p-wave interference

3. t-dependent CP analysisàexcludes 
cos2β=-0.68 @89% C.L.

131±14 evts BABAR

BàJ/ψ K+π-

L = 82 fb-1

LASS expt: KpàKπ(n)

BABAR, soln 2

BABAR, soln 1
Rel s-p wave phase vs. M(Kπ)



The next step for sinThe next step for sin22ββ: search for phases from : search for phases from 
new particles & couplings in loop processes new particles & couplings in loop processes 

φ

0
SK

0B

b

s

s

s
d d

η′

0
SK

0B

b

s

s

s
d d

SUSY contribution with 
new phases

0,π



Belle Results for Belle Results for BBààφφKKSS

BELLE
140 fb−1

BBELLEELLE
140 fb140 fb−−11

 
φ

φ

+
−

= − ±

= + ± ±

0

0

0.09
0.11

0 96 0.50

0 15 0.29 0 07
S

S

(stat) (syst)K

(stat) (syst)K

S .

C . .

Signal

( )( )φ π π+ −→ = ±0 68 11SN K



BABARBABAR results for results for BBààφφ KKSS, , φφ KKL   L   (Runs 1(Runs 1--3)3)

BBààφφ KKSS

BBààφφ KKLL

+0.08
-0.060.47 0.34 (stat)  (sys)KSφ = ± 0.01 0.33 (stat) 0.10 (sys)KCφ = ± ±



BBààKK++KK-- KKS S andand BB++ààKK+ + KKSS KKS  S  branching fractions branching fractions 
and CP asymmetryand CP asymmetry

ll There is a substantial rate for BThere is a substantial rate for BààKK++KK-- KKSS

for M(for M(KK++KK--) outside the ) outside the φφ mass region. mass region. 

ll The CP eigenvalue of the final state is not The CP eigenvalue of the final state is not 
a priori known, but it can be measured a priori known, but it can be measured 
from from 

ll For the nonFor the non--φφ region,region,

0 0

0 0

2 ( )
( )

S S
even

S

B K K K
f

B K K K

+ +

+ −

Γ →
=

Γ →

B0? K+K-KS

201±16 evts

B+? K+KSKS

122±14 evts

0.98 0.15 0.04evenf = ± ±

0 0 6( ) (10.7 1.2 1.0) 10S SB B K K K+ + −→ = ± ± ×
0 0 6( ) (23.8 2.0 1.6) 10SB B K K K+ − −→ = ± ± ×



BBààKK++KK-- KKSS timetime--dependent CP asymmetrydependent CP asymmetry

0 0
0.17

0

( ) 0.56 0.25(stat) 0.04(syst)   ( )

( ) 0.10 0.19(stat) 0.09(syst)
S even

S

S K K K f

C K K K

+ − +
−

+ −

= − ± ±

= − ± ±
( sin 2   in SM)S β−;



BBàà ff0 0 (980)(980) KKS  S  observation and CP asymmetryobservation and CP asymmetry

BABAR
93.6±13.6 (stat)±6.3 (syst) evts
L=111.2 fb-1

Total
Continuum
All bgk.

BABAR
Total

Continuum
All bgk.

Presented at Moriond EW. PRL now submitted.     CP(fPresented at Moriond EW. PRL now submitted.     CP(f0 0 KKSS)=+1    CP(J/)=+1    CP(J/ψψ KKSS)=)=--1     1     

0
0

0
0

0.56
0.511.62 0.09 0.04

0.27 0.36 0.10 0.07
S

S

f K

f K

S

C

+
−= − ± ±

= ± ± ±



BBàà ff0 0 (980)(980) KKS  S  observation and CP asymmetryobservation and CP asymmetry

ll Branching fractionBranching fraction

ll ff00(980) resonance parameters(980) resonance parameters

ll Systematic errorsSystematic errors

Ä Dominant sys. errors on branching fraction: fit procedure (0.26), B 
background (0.30), Q2B approx (1.21) in units of 10-6.

Ä Dominant sys. errors on S: fit procedure (0.06) and B background
(0.05); Q2B approx is (0.04) so this does not dominate.

ll Comments on S and CComments on S and C

Ä S is 1.2σ from physical limit and is 1.7σ from SM; no CP violation is 
excluded at 2.7σ

Ä C is 0.8σ from SM



BBAABBARAR measurement of sin2measurement of sin2ββ from from BBààKKSSππ0 0 

ll Special vertexing approachSpecial vertexing approach

Constrain in x-y to 
beam-spot

Btag- Standard Method

e+

( )4sΥ π0

Ks

π+

π-y
z

0B
0

B

Beam

e-

CP tagt t t∆ = −

122 16 signal events±



The sin2The sin2β β program: theprogram: the
charmonium benchmark vs. the penguinscharmonium benchmark vs. the penguins

BABAR only



The Quest for AlphaThe Quest for Alpha

ll The angle The angle αα enters into the CP asymmetries for enters into the CP asymmetries for bbààu u modes: modes: 

ll AssumingAssuming the bthe bààu tree diagram u tree diagram dominatesdominates

ll But penguin amplitude is sizeableBut penguin amplitude is sizeable

B ,B ,Bπ π ρ π ρ ρ+ − ± + −→ → →∓



ll GronauGronau--LondonLondon isospin isospin analysis: J=0 twoanalysis: J=0 two--pion state has no pion state has no II=1, so =1, so 
BBààππππ can be described in terms of two can be described in terms of two II--spin amplitudes.spin amplitudes.

ll AA+0+0 has no gluonic penguin                                         has no gluonic penguin                                         
ààbase is common to Bbase is common to B++ and Band B--

ll GrossmanGrossman--QuinnQuinn bound:bound:

Coping with penguins: Coping with penguins: isospin isospin analysisanalysis

2

-

• Useful if π0π0 is small.
• Does not require π0π0 events to be tagged since uses sum.



BABARBABAR results related to results related to αα
ll Intensive effort in Intensive effort in BABARBABAR to explore all modes that can constrain to explore all modes that can constrain αα. All of . All of 

the following will be updated for ICHEP’04.the following will be updated for ICHEP’04.

BABAR has only measurement; currently BABAR has only measurement; currently 
is best is best α α constraintconstraint

BBààρρ+ + ρρ -- timetime--dependent CP asymmetry dependent CP asymmetry 

BBààρρ0 0 ρρ00: limit only so far       : limit only so far       

11stst observation; BABAR has only observation; BABAR has only 
measurement; almost 100% long. pol.measurement; almost 100% long. pol.

BBààρρ++ρρ-- branching fraction and branching fraction and 
polarizationpolarization

BABAR BABAR has only measurementhas only measurementBBààρρ++ππ--,,ρρ−−ππ++ timetime--dependent CP dependent CP 
asymmetryasymmetry

11stst observation >4observation >4σσ; published in PRL; published in PRLBBààππ00ππ00 branching fractionbranching fraction

BABAR BABAR 

Belle observesBelle observes

BBààππ++ππ-- timetime--dependent CP asymmetrydependent CP asymmetry

CommentsCommentsModeMode



BBAABBARAR and Belle on and Belle on BBààππ++ππ--

ll Belle observes a rather large Belle observes a rather large 
negative value of snegative value of sππππ..

ll Another analysis to watch closely!Another analysis to watch closely!

π π+ −±266 24  candidates

2004 update

2004 update



Observation of Observation of BBààρρ+ + ρρ –– and polarization measurementand polarization measurement

ll From the From the BBAABBARAR Physics Book, 1998Physics Book, 1998

Ä At first glance, the decays Bàρρ
appear to be completely analogous to 
Bàππ. However, there is an important 
difference. Because the ρ is a vector 
meson, the ρρ pair can be in a state of 
angular momentum L=0, 1, or 2. States 
of even and odd angular momentum 
correspond to states of even and odd 
CP, respectively…

ll After discovering After discovering BBààρρ++ρρ−− , we measured , we measured 
the polarizationthe polarization

àNearly pure CP even eigenstate!



Measurement of CP asymmetry in Measurement of CP asymmetry in BBààρρ+ + ρρ --

From L. Roos Moriond talk



Plots from CKM fitter group: IPlots from CKM fitter group: I--spin analysis of Bspin analysis of Bààρρ++ρρ--

ll Presented by Lydia Roos at Moriond EWPresented by Lydia Roos at Moriond EW



Rare Decays: A Major Growth IndustryRare Decays: A Major Growth Industry

ll BABAR has five separate analysis groups focussed on rare B (or cBABAR has five separate analysis groups focussed on rare B (or charm) decays.  (harm) decays.  (ττ
group also looks at rare decays.) group also looks at rare decays.) 

Ä rare hadronic decays (3 groups), electroweak penguins, leptonic decays 
(discussed many hadronic rare decays earlier)

ll We have pushed our sensitivity to the 10We have pushed our sensitivity to the 10--66 level for many processes and even lower level for many processes and even lower 
for some processes.for some processes.

ll Main goal is to search for effects of new physics in processes wMain goal is to search for effects of new physics in processes with Flavor Changing ith Flavor Changing 
Neutral Currents (FCNC). Due to the presence of loops, such procNeutral Currents (FCNC). Due to the presence of loops, such processes can be esses can be 
sensitive to new physics. sensitive to new physics. 

ll Large industry of theoretical predictions for SM and SUSY modelsLarge industry of theoretical predictions for SM and SUSY models. . 

ll Branching fractions, CP asymmetries, kinematic distributions, IBranching fractions, CP asymmetries, kinematic distributions, I--spin relations can spin relations can 
all be affected by new physics. all be affected by new physics. 



Electroweak Penguins and Related ProcessesElectroweak Penguins and Related Processes
ll Rarest B decay so far observed: BRarest B decay so far observed: BààK K ll++ll--

8  significanceσ∼
Dilepton mass distribution



Electroweak Penguins and Related ProcessesElectroweak Penguins and Related Processes

ll So far, observations are in line with theoretical predictions. So far, observations are in line with theoretical predictions. 

ll Some of the best observables are kinematic distributions which wSome of the best observables are kinematic distributions which we are just e are just 
beginning to have enough events to study. beginning to have enough events to study. 



TimeTime--dependent CP asymmetry measurement for dependent CP asymmetry measurement for 
BBààKK*0*0 γ;  Κγ;  Κ∗0∗0àà KKSSππ00

ll 11stst tt--dependent CP measurement for any radiative penguin process! Submdependent CP measurement for any radiative penguin process! Submitted to itted to 
PRL. PRL. 

ll Uses same beamUses same beam--constrained vertexing technique that we used for Bconstrained vertexing technique that we used for BààKKSSππ00..

ll The photon helicity is a final state quantum number that is highThe photon helicity is a final state quantum number that is highly correlated with B ly correlated with B 
flavor. This tends to destroy the interference between mixing anflavor. This tends to destroy the interference between mixing and decay, assuming d decay, assuming 
SM couplings:SM couplings:

ll In the SMIn the SM

ll In some leftIn some left--right symmetric extensions, S can be up to 50%. [Atwood, Gronau,right symmetric extensions, S can be up to 50%. [Atwood, Gronau, and and 
Soni, PRL, 79, 185 (1997)]Soni, PRL, 79, 185 (1997)]

ll With Run 1With Run 1--3 data (124 M BB events):3 data (124 M BB events):

0B
Ls

d





BBrecoilrecoil

XuXu
ll

νν

The remaining particles in the 
event must be associated with 
the other B meson.

You have a single B beam!!

Physics with the Recoil MethodPhysics with the Recoil Method

ee--
DD**

ππ

ee++

BBrecoreco

Fully reconstruct one 
B meson in the event.

l Reconstruct B,D mesons in ~1000 modes: 

l Efficiency ~0.4% or ~4000 B mesons/fb-1 (charged and neutral)

l Will soon have ~800 K events tagged with a fully reconstructed B meson

0 3B D D Dπ ππ π→ (*) (*) (*), , , ...
courtesy Daniele del Re



Measurement of |Measurement of |VVubub| | with inclusive semileptonic decays with inclusive semileptonic decays 
(but not restricted to lepton(but not restricted to lepton--endpoint region!)endpoint region!)
Fit to the mX distribution Subtracted spectrum

3

3

2 24 0 27 0 26 0 39 10

4 62 0 28 0 27 0 48 10
u

ub

B B X l

V stat sys thy

ν −

−

→ = ± ± ± ×

= ± ± ± ×

( ) ( . . . . )

( . . ( ) . ( ) . ( ))



Measurement of |Measurement of |VVcb cb | from Inclusive Semileptonic Decay| from Inclusive Semileptonic Decay
ll Three papers: 1 PRL and 2 PRDs acceptedThree papers: 1 PRL and 2 PRDs accepted

ll Study Lepton energy spectrum and mass spectrum of hadronic recoiStudy Lepton energy spectrum and mass spectrum of hadronic recoil system l system 
(below).(below).

BABAR BABAR

p* > 0.9 GeV p* > 1.6 GeV

2
thHQEexp

2
thHQEexp

thHQEexp

HQEexp

3
thHQEexp

)01.004.004.045.0(
)01.002.003.044.3()1()1(
)02.004.005.061.4()1(

)%06.016.061.10()(
10)6.04.04.04.41(||

GeV
GeVGeVmGeVm
GeVGeVm

eXBBr
V

cb

b

c

cb

±±±=
±±±=−
±±±=

±±=→
×±±±= −

πµ

ν



Measurement of Measurement of mmbb and and mmcc from Inclusive from Inclusive 
Semileptonic DecaySemileptonic Decay



Signals for new statesSignals for new states

ll Masses below DK threshold Masses below DK threshold èènatural decay channel is forbidden.natural decay channel is forbidden.

ll Decay widths are within experimental resolution, about 10 MeV. Decay widths are within experimental resolution, about 10 MeV. 

ll Pionic decays are IPionic decays are I--spin violating, explaining the narrow observed widths.  spin violating, explaining the narrow observed widths.  

0(2317)sJ sD D π→
1022 50 events±

* 0(2458) (2112)sJ sD D π→
195 26 events±



Interpretation: cs states with Interpretation: cs states with ll=1=1
ll In limit of infinitely heavy charmIn limit of infinitely heavy charm--quark mass, its spin decouples from the quark mass, its spin decouples from the 

dynamics, so that the combined angular momentum j of the lightdynamics, so that the combined angular momentum j of the light--quark orbital and quark orbital and 
spin angular momentum is a good quantum number.spin angular momentum is a good quantum number.

ll For pFor p--wave states, get j=1/2 and j=3/2. These levels are split by the wave states, get j=1/2 and j=3/2. These levels are split by the spinspin--orbit orbit 
interaction.  Hyperfine interactions mean that j is not truly a interaction.  Hyperfine interactions mean that j is not truly a good quantum good quantum 
number.number.



Decay pattern for excited charm mesonsDecay pattern for excited charm mesons
ll The properties of the new states are consistent with The properties of the new states are consistent with JJPP=0+ and =0+ and JJPP=1+.=1+.

ll Pionic decays are IPionic decays are I--spin violating, explaining the narrow observed widths.  spin violating, explaining the narrow observed widths.  



Observation of Observation of BBààDDsJsJ DD((**)) ModesModes

Presented by G. Calderini at Moriond QCDPresented by G. Calderini at Moriond QCD



from G. Calderini Moriond talk



Plans for ICHEP’04Plans for ICHEP’04
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Run 1 Run 2 Run 3  Run 4 
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Cumulative luminosity
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Run 4 goalRun 4 goal

Most analyses

Run 4 is on track…Run 4 is on track…



PEPPEP--II/II/BBAABBARAR integrated luminosity and summer data samplesintegrated luminosity and summer data samples
BLACK DIAMOND

BLUE SQUARE

GREEN CIRCLEGREEN CIRCLE

90904 (end of 4 (end of 
run)run)

62.962.94 (May 1)4 (May 1)

31.431.433

82.082.011--22

Lumi   Lumi   
(On Res)(On Res)

fbfb--11

RunRun



Key analyses for Run4/Summer 2004 Key analyses for Run4/Summer 2004 

ll BLACK DIAMONDBLACK DIAMOND (data up to mid(data up to mid--July)July)

Ä sin2β from charmonium

Ä Bàπ+π− (incl. K+π- , K+K-)

Ä Bàφ KS

Ä one more from list below?

ll BLUE SQUARE (data up to midBLUE SQUARE (data up to mid--June)June)

Ä BàK+K- KS

Ä BàKS π0

Ä Bàf0 KS

Ä Bàη’ KS

Ä Bàρ0KS

Ä Bà ρ+ρ-

Ä Bà ρ+π- Dalitz

Ä Bà π0 π0

Ä Bà ρ0ρ0

Ä Bàφ K* angular analysis

ll GREEN CIRCLE (data up to May 1)GREEN CIRCLE (data up to May 1)

Ä ΒàD*D* CP(t) [Full reco & incl D*]

Ä Βà J/ψ Kπ      cos(2β) CP(t) 

Ä Bà π+π0, Κ+π0

Ä BàΚ+Κ0, Κ0π+ ; Bà Κ0Κ0

Ä Bà h + h − h 0 Dalitz

Ä BàKSπ0γ     CP(t)

Ä Bàρ γ
Ä ΒàΚ∗ l+ l-

Ä BàD*π: CP(t), sin(2β+γ)   [full & 
partial D*]; Tag side CPV

Ä BàD0(CP-)K-

Ä BàD(Kπ) K (ADS)  

Ä BàD0 (3 body) K- Dalitz (?)

Ä BàDρ (?)

Ä BàDs(*)(ρ, a1)

CP(t)

There are no longer just 3There are no longer just 3--4 “key”  analyses!4 “key”  analyses!



Analyses Targeted for ICHEP ’04 (I)Analyses Targeted for ICHEP ’04 (I)



Analyses Targeted for ICHEP ’04 (II)Analyses Targeted for ICHEP ’04 (II)



Analyses Targeted for ICHEP ’04 (III)Analyses Targeted for ICHEP ’04 (III)



ConclusionsConclusions

l BABAR physics productivity is very high: we are producing 40-50 
papers/year. The collaboration is extremely enthusiastic about our 
physics program. 

l The remarkable performance of PEP-II is creating a wealth of new 
physics opportunities, and there are about 200 active physics 
analyses. Most of them are performed by small groups, providing 
opportunities for graduate students and postdocs. 

l We and our colleagues in Belle have significantly expanded the 
set of hadronic penguin modes used for sin2β measurements. Such 
modes provide a promising way to search for new physics. 

l We are making significant progress in the measurement of α, a 
major goal in heavy-quark physics.  

l We are exploring a vast territory of rare decays. This area is a
major part of our physics program that is a window on new 
physics. 



Conclusions, continuedConclusions, continued

l Due to BABAR’s open trigger, which is characteristic of e+e-

experiments, we are able to study a huge number of processes and
to make discoveries in unexpected areas. The discovery of the new 
charm-strange states is just one example.  

l We have used a variety of approaches that enable us to pursue 
measurements previously considered impossible. We are using 
these methods to improve the precision on the magnitudes of 
CKM elements, and we are determining key QCD parameters that 
characterize B–meson decays. 

l Nearly all of our measurements are statistics limited. We need the 
DOE’s continued strong support for the B factory to realize the 
huge potential of this program.  


